  
   
Remote operation of bit error rate test sets using an X Windows based
“virtual instrument” allows network operators to monitor remote sites from a
central office. The extensive use of a common firmware development
platform allowed the fast-track development of virtual remote software
and rapid integration into all instruments built using the platform.
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HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

37717A
37721A
37722A
37724A
37732A

PDH/SDH test set
digital transmission analyzer
digital telecomm analyzer
PDH/SDH test set
telecomm/datacomm analyzer.

Option V01 can be retrofitted to existing instruments by
changing ROMs.
     
As has already been explained, instruments at the QueensĆ
ferry Telecommunications Operation are developed using an
instrument simulator. This instrument simulator is in fact part
of a larger common firmware platform.1 This common firmĆ
ware platform incorporates compilerĆbased code generation
and simulation tools along with the source code for a core
generic instrument. The design of virtual remote is so closely
tied to the instrument simulator that a brief explanation is
required.

  An image of two instruments in a dark office" superimposed
on an image of an operator at a workstation using virtual remote
software to control the two instruments. Representations of the
instruments' front panel are displayed on the screen.

This was the vision presented to the customer: From a single
central office, customer personnel would be able to use an
HP workstation to bring up an accurate simulation of a reĆ
mote instrument on the display. They would be able to disĆ
play several instruments simultaneously. Fig. 1 illustrates this
concept. The photograph shows an operator in a central
office using virtual remote to control two instruments in a
distant dark office." Each virtual instrument would be operĆ
ated by using the mouse to press keys. These key presses
would be relayed to the remote instrument. As the remote
instrument updated any of its feedback mechanismsĊdisĆ
play, LEDs, or audioĊthe instrument simulation would relay
these changes to the operator in the central office.
The important task now was to see how R&D could best
implement the virtual instrument application. The developĆ
ment of the product was split into two stages. The first was
to take the current instrument simulator and use it to proĆ
duce a prototype virtual instrument application. The second
stage was to take the prototype application and turn it into
a polished software product that would meet the rigorous
demands of HP customers.
   
The product that emerged from this effort is the HP 15800A
virtual remote capability software. It runs on HP 9000 Series
300, 400, or 700 workstations under the HPĆUX* 8.0 operating
system.† The software provides for the centralized superviĆ
sion, operation, and collection of results from remotely
located HP 377xxA Option V01 telecommunications test
sets and analyzers. Option V01 virtual remote capability
enhances the instrument firmware to respond to the HP
15800A software.
A single workstation can control up to twelve remote test
sets. The display shows windows identical to the front panels
and screens of the test sets. When a technician is controlling
a remote test set manually, all actions and results can be
monitored at the workstation.
•
•
•
•

At present, Option V01 is available for the following test sets:
HP 37701B T1 tester
HP 37702A digital data tester
HP 37704A SONET test set
HP 37714A PDH/SDH test set

† A PC version, HP 15801A, is now available as well.
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The core of Queensferry Telecommunications Operation's
common firmware platform is a compilation and simulation
tool known as ISSĊInstrument Software System. ISS is based
on an abstract, highĆlevel, instrument definition language.
This language is used to define many aspects of the
instrument operation:
The instrument user interface
All instrument control variables
Interaction and dependencies between control variables
Instrument display dataĊtext and graphics
Instrument results
Instrument data inputĊhard and soft keys
Relationships between data input (keys), control variables,
and data output (display data)
Printer output data
Remote control command definitions.

The instrument firmware development process is as follows:
• Produce the instrument definition using the ISS language
• Simulate the instrument operation using the ISS simulator
• Use the ISS compiler to generate an embedded instrument
database
• Compile the instrument database into embedded instrument
code
• Test firmware operation in the target instrument.
The ISS simulator and the target instrument share the core
components, mainly the ISS database processing engine. The
development process is illustrated in Fig. 2.
As shown in Fig. 2, the ISS database and the ISS engine are
common to both the ISS simulator and the actual instrument.
The instrument operator interacts with the instrument using
keys on its front panel and data displayed on its screen. On
the workstation, the key input and screen output are handled
by a set of functions written in the C programming language.
These functions are implemented using X Windows function
calls.
In the instrument the screen output and key input are hanĆ
dled by an alternative implementation of the same C funcĆ
tions. In this case the functions interact directly with the
instrument's display control and keyboard input hardware.
The basic instrument architecture is shown in Fig. 3.
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  InstrumentĆtoĆvirtualĆ
display connection.

that needs to make remote procedure calls to another maĆ
Because our division manufactures many different instruĆ
chine on the network would use Sun Microsystems' RPC. In
ments, this solution would require a separate virtual remote
our instrument environment we could not support this. It
application for each instrument, which is unsatisfactory for
was decided to develop a protocol of our own between the
the following reasons:
instrument and the workstation that could be used to initiate • Developing multiple applications would require extra
remote display functions. This protocol would use ASCII
engineering effort.
data transmitted between the instrument and the workstation • Extra administration effort would be required for sales and
on a 9600Ćbaud RSĆ232 data link. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
support.
• Customers often use several different instruments. Some
The ISS database engine is eventĆdriven. The keyboard proĆ
applications require different instruments used in combinaĆ
cess in the instrument waits for a key to be pressed and then
tion. It would be unfriendly and expensive for our customers
acts upon that key. In the case of the display we had to outĆ
to have to buy and use a separate application program for
put to two devices at onceĊthe simulated instrument and
each different instrument.
the target instrument. In the case of the keyboard we had to
• This approach may have presented problems with new inĆ
accept input data from two sourcesĊa local keyboard and a
struments or instrument enhancements released after the
remote keyboard. This is accomplished through the use of
application code was produced.
our dedicated protocol. Keys pressed locally are processed
as they always were. A key pressed on the workstation is
The ideal solution is to have a single virtual remote apĆ
encoded and transmitted over the RSĆ232 link to the instruĆ
plication program that can be used with any instrument that
ment. When the data is received by the instrument it is deĆ
is already shipping or that may ship in the future. To do
coded and the key code is placed in the key input queue.
this the virtual remote application has to be completely geĆ
This is shown in Fig. 5.
neric, sourcing all of its instrumentĆspecific data from the
instrument itself.
It would have been possible to use the above techniques to
develop an application that ran on the workstation and was
Once again, the use of the ISS simulator for instrument deĆ
used to communicate with a remote instrument. This appliĆ
velopment helped us to find the solution we required. The
cation would have to have embedded knowledge about the
ISS simulator already displayed a representation of the inĆ
instrument it communicated with so that it could render an
strument on the workstation and had knowledge of the inĆ
accurate representation of the instrument on the workstation
strument key positions and key codes. This data is contained
screen and have knowledge of the keys present on the instruĆ
in the instrument definition coded using the ISS language. In
ment front panel and the key codes assigned to each one.
the simulator this data is compiled into RAM data structures
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   VirtualĆkeyboardĆtoĆ
instrumentĆkeyboard process.

Workstation

which are then used to render the instrument and process
the keys.
The development of virtual remote required these data strucĆ
tures to be added to the instrument database embedded into
the instrument. Once this was done it was an easy step to
enhance the instrumentĆtoĆworkstation protocol to allow the
data held in ROM in the instrument to be sent over the
RSĆ232 data link to the virtual remote application in the
workstation. The virtual remote application then holds the
data in a RAM data structure and uses it to render the instruĆ
ment and process key presses.
Fig. 6 shows a workstation screen displaying the virtual reĆ
mote representation of an instrument being controlled. All of
the data needed to draw this image is stored within the inĆ
strument and is sent to the virtual remote application upon
request. This allows the virtual remote software to control
many different instruments without any prior knowledge of
how they look or how they operate.
       
Using the above design concepts it was relatively easy to
produce a working virtual remote prototype. The prototype
application was extremely useful and very successful. It
proved that the design concept was feasible, it illustrated the
concept of the virtual instrument, it allowed the instrumentĆ
toĆworkstation protocol to be tested, it helped prove the
viability of the product, and it gave a base upon which the
final product would be built.
Once the prototype was complete the next stage of the projĆ
ect was to take the prototype and turn it into an application

Results
Handler

•
•
•
•
•

suitable for use by customers. This application had to imĆ
plement features not supported in the initial prototype:
Multiple simultaneous connections
Connection arbitration and verification
Connection to and dialing of remote instruments using
modems
Socket connections to remote instruments over a LAN
IndustryĆstandard OSF/Motif graphical user interface.
The first change needed to convert the prototype into a
product was to convert the application to use an OSF/Motif
user interface style. This was done using HP's Interface ArĆ
chitect (also known as UIM/X) user interface management
system. The prototype virtual remote had relied entirely on
the display library written at the Queensferry TelecommuĆ
nications Operation for all X display functions. This display
library relies on lowĆlevel Xlib functions. This approach was
adequate for the simulation of the instrument display and
front panel. The implementation of applicationĆspecific disĆ
play widgets such as menus and error dialogs was, however,
somewhat nonstandard. Interface Architect was used to proĆ
vide the topĆlevel OSF/Motif application widgets and error
dialogs. The lowĆlevel display functions using the shared
display library were then embedded inside the OSF/Motif
application.
The next stage in the development was to split the singleĆ
threaded application into constituent parts that could be
used to create a multiprocess application capable of supportĆ
ing the requirements of the final system. The design used is
shown in Fig. 7.
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   A workstation screen disĆ
playing a picture of an instrument
drawn by the virtual remote apĆ
plication. All of the data used to
draw this image is stored in the
instrument and is sent to the virĆ
tual remote application when
requested. This allows virtual reĆ
mote to be used with many difĆ
ferent instruments without having
any special knowledge about
how they look or operate.

This design has several advantages. The independent server
process is the core of the system. This process is responsible
for the arbitration and initiation of all connection requests. If
all connections were made using TCP/IP a single server
would be responsible for all instruments connected to the
network. When using RSĆ232 for direct or modem connecĆ
tions a server process is required for each workstation. This
process is responsible for instruments connected through the
RSĆ232 ports of the workstation upon which it is running.
Each server process accepts connection requests from any
frontĆend process. The frontĆend process may be running on
the same host as the server or on any other networked
workstation. The separation of the front end from the server
gives us the ability to make connections across the network
to instruments physically connected to remote workstations.
A second advantage of separating the front end from the
server is that it allows the provision of more than one front
Data
vrmrs232

Instrument

vrmdisp

Data
Control

Control
vrmserver

Control

vrm

Front End

   Virtual remote software architecture.
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X
Windows

end. At present only two front ends have been provided: an
OSF/MotifĆbased menu interface and a commandĆline interĆ
face. It would be relatively easy to design a new front end,
perhaps for integration with some larger system.
Once the front end has verified that no one is connected to
a particular instrument, it attempts to establish a connection
to the instrument. Here again, the communications process
has been decoupled from the server. The server must deterĆ
mine the communications channel used for connecting to
the instrument. This data is stored in the instrument configuĆ
ration file. The server then uses this data to start the approĆ
priate communications driver process. The communications
drivers provided at present are RSĆ232 direct connect, RSĆ232
modem, and TCP/IP. Queensferry Telecommunications OpĆ
eration instruments have traditionally supported RSĆ232 and
HPĆIB (IEEE 488, IEC 625) communications ports. The TCP/IP
method of connection is provided to allow networked comĆ
munications and to allow more simultaneous connections
than would be possible using RSĆ232 ports provided on curĆ
rent workstations. This method operates by using TCP/IP to
connect the workstation over the network to a terminal mulĆ
tiplexer. This device maps TCP/IP addresses to RSĆ232 ports.
The latest generation of instruments produced by the
Queensferry Telecommunications Operation can have a
ThinLan/Ethertwist interface that allows TCP/IP communicaĆ
tion directly to the instrument. This removes the need for the
terminal multiplexer and allows any workstation on the netĆ
work to connect to any instrument.
New communications channels can be provided simply by
writing a new driver process.
Once the server has started the communications process and
established that the instrument is responding, it starts up the
virtual remote display process. This process is the part of the

   This is a screen of the
virtual printer application. The
virtual printer displays print data
that the instrument would norĆ
mally send to a real printer. DurĆ
ing virtual remote operation the
data is sent to the virtual remote
application and is displayed by
the virtual printer. The pushĆ
buttons on the virtual printer can
be used to send the buffered
printer data to a real printer conĆ
nected to the workstation, save
the data to a file, clear the buffer,
and so on.

application most closely related to the lab prototype. This
process interrogates the instrument for its X display data and
uses this data to draw the image of the instrument. It then
processes key presses, encodes them, and sends them to the
instrument. Data received from the instrument is decoded
and the appropriate action taken. This may be the drawing
of characters on the screen, illuminating LEDs, or simulating
the behavior of an HP ThinkJet printer.

printer data from the standard virtual remote protocol was
accomplished by extending the protocol to provide a means
of encoding the printer data. This was necessary to prevent
raw printer data from clashing with the virtual remote protoĆ
col. The instrument logging output driver can detect when
the instrument is in the virtual mode of operation and will
then output the printer data in encoded rather than raw
form. Mutual exclusion is used to prevent the display proĆ
cess and the printer output process from attempting to send
data to the workstation at the same time. Using this techĆ
nique data throughput can be maintained by both processes
in a controlled manner.

     
The test instruments designed at the Queensferry TelecomĆ
munications Operation allow a rich set of data to be logged
to an external printer under a variety of operatorĆdefined
conditions. An external printer is not of much use if the inĆ
strument to which it is connected is not on the same site as
the operator using the instrument. It was therefore decided
to provide a virtual printer along with the virtual instrument.

The virtual printer receives the encoded printer data and
decodes it. This data is then displayed in the X Windows HP
ThinkJet printer simulation. The simulator can display both
text and graphics. At the same time as the printer data is
displayed it is appended to a data buffer. This buffered data
can be saved to a named file or sent to a printer spooler by
the operator. The online buffer can be cleared on demand.

Once again this development was facilitated by the ISS deĆ
velopment platform. The ISS language/compiler/simulator
provides facilities for the instrument designer to compose
logging format definitions, which are formatted in the instruĆ
ment as required. To allow testing of the formats for correctĆ
ness, an X Windows printer simulator had been developed
and integrated with the ISS simulator. The simulator could
take the compiled format definitions and simulate their
output to an HP ThinkJet printer.

Fig. 8 shows the virtual printer application. The main portion
of the application is the virtual paper," where the text and
graphics of the printer data are displayed. A scroll bar along
the side of the screen can be used to scroll the paper backĆ
wards and forwards. Pushbuttons along the bottom of the
screen are used to control the functions described above.

To provide the virtual printer capability to the virtual remote
application, all that was required was to integrate the X WinĆ
dows printer application with the virtual remote application
and provide a means to multiplex the printer data with other
virtual remote data transmitted between the workstation and
the instrument.
•
The integration of the X Windows printer application with
virtual remote was a straightforward task. To maintain the
overall look and feel of the application the lowĆlevel Xlib
code used for the printer application was encapsulated
within an OSF/Motif user interface. The separation of the

•
•
•
•

     
In addition to the development of the workstation applicaĆ
tion code the instrument firmware must also be modified for
virtual remote operation. The modifications required affect
the following areas:
Instrument communications drivers (RSĆ232 interrupt
service routine)
Instrument display library code
Instrument keyboard processing code
Instrument external interface selection
Instrument simulation data.
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